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Abstract

According to a conventional interpretation of a multiplier DEA model, its optimal weights
show the decision making unit under the assessment, denoted DMUo, in the best light in
comparison to all observed DMUs. For multiplier models with additional weight restrictions
such an interpretation is known to be generally incorrect (specifically, if weight restrictions
are linked or nonhomogeneous), and the meaning of optimal weights in such models has
remained unclear. In this paper we prove that, for any weight restrictions, the optimal
weights of the multiplier model show DMUo in the best light in comparison to the entire
technology expanded by the weight restrictions. This result is consistent with the fact that
the dual envelopment DEA model benchmarks DMUo against all DMUs in the technology,
and not only against the observed DMUs. Our development overcomes previous concerns
about the use of weight restrictions of certain types in DEA models and provides their
rigorous and meaningful interpretation.
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1. Introduction

Data envelopment analysis (DEA) is a nonparametric approach to the assessment of
efficiency and productivity of organizational units (Cooper et al. 2007, Thanassoulis et al.
2008). The latter are conventionally referred to as decision making units (DMUs). Standard
DEA models are based on the assumption that the underlying production technology is
characterized by either constant (CRS) or variable (VRS) returns to scale.

Both CRS and VRS models can be stated as two mutually dual linear programs referred
to as the envelopment and multiplier models. The optimal value of these two programs is
interpreted as the input or output radial efficiency of DMUo under the assessment, depending
on the orientation in which the models are solved (Charnes et al. 1978, Banker et al. 1984).
In particular, in the envelopment model, DMUo is benchmarked against the boundary of
the CRS or VRS technology, and the radial efficiency of DMUo is interpreted as the utmost
proportional improvement factor to its input or output vector possible in the technology.

The multiplier models are stated in terms of variable input and output weights (multi-
pliers). The CRS multiplier model can be shown to maximize the ratio of the total weighted
output to the total weighted input (efficiency ratio) of DMUo, provided no such ratio across
all observed DMUs can exceed the value of 1. The VRS multiplier model has an additional
dual variable interpretable in terms of returns to scale and scale elasticity (Banker et al.
1984, Podinovski et al. 2009, Podinovski and Førsund 2010, Sahoo and Tone 2015, Podi-
novski et al. 2016). As pointed by Charnes et al. (1978), the optimal input and output
weights are the most favorable to DMUo and show it in the best light in comparison to all
observed DMUs.

1.1. Weight restrictions

Weight restrictions usually represent value judgements incorporated in the form of addi-
tional constraints on the input and output weights in the multiplier model. These constraints
reduce the flexibility of weights and typically improve the discrimination of the DEA model
(see, e.g., Allen et al. 1997, Thanassoulis et al. 2008, Cook and Zhu 2008, Joro and Korhonen
2015).

The use of weight restrictions generally changes the interpretation of efficiency in both the
envelopment and multiplier models. From the technology perspective, the incorporation of
weight restrictions results in the expansion of the model of technology (Charnes et al. 1989,
Roll et al. 1991, Halme and Korhonen 2000). Podinovski (2004b) shows that this expansion
is caused by the dual terms in the envelopment model generated by weight restrictions, and
that DMUo is projected on the boundary of the expanded technology. Therefore, DMUo is
benchmarked against all units in the technology (including those generated by the weight
restrictions), and not only against the observed units.

The interpretation of efficiency in terms of the multiplier model with weight restrictions
is somewhat less obvious and currently incomplete. This can be summarized as follows. If all
weight restrictions are homogeneous and not linked (see Section 2 for a formal definition),
the multiplier model correctly identifies the optimal weights (within the specified weight
restrictions) that represent DMUo in the best light in comparison to all observed DMUs
(Podinovski 2001a).

However, a problem with the interpretation arises if at least one weight restriction is
nonhomogeneous or is linked. In this case the optimal weights do not generally represent
DMUo in the best light in comparison to all observed DMUs. Consequently, the optimal
value of the multiplier model with such weight restriction generally underestimates the
relative efficiency of DMUo. Examples illustrating this point are given by Podinovski and
Athanassopoulos (1998), Podinovski (1999, 2001a) and, recently, by Khalili et al. (2010).
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1.2. Contribution

In this paper we show that, for any weight restrictions, the optimal weights of the
multiplier model show DMUo in the best light in comparison to all DMUs in the expanded
technology generated by the weight restrictions. This result is true if we search among
all nonnegative input and output weights, or only among those that satisfy the weight
restrictions.

Our results also overcome the discrepancy between the interpretation of the envelopment
and multiplier models with weight restrictions. Indeed, as pointed above, the envelopment
model benchmarks DMUo against all DMUs in the technology expanded by the weight
restrictions. However, the conventional interpretation of the multiplier model assumes that
DMUo should be benchmarked against the observed DMUs only. As noted, this conventional
assumption does not lead to a meaningful interpretation of some types of weight restrictions.
Our results show that the multiplier model does exactly the same as the envelopment model—
it benchmarks DMUo against all DMUs in the expanded technology, for all types of weight
restrictions.

From a practical perspective, this new interpretation can be used to justify the incorpo-
ration of any types of weight restrictions in the multiplier model, and explain the meaning
of the resulting optimal weights and efficiency scores. This includes absolute weight bounds
and linked weight restrictions, whose meaning has so far remained unclear.

2. Weight restrictions and production trade-offs

To be specific, we derive our main results for the input-oriented models under the as-
sumption of CRS. These results fully extend to the output-oriented models and also to the
case of VRS, with obvious minor modifications as outlined in Section 5.

2.1. Multiplier models with weight restrictions

Consider the set of observed DMUs (Xj, Yj), j = 1, . . . , N , where Xj ∈ Rm
+\{0} and

Yj ∈ Rs
+\{0} are, respectively, the vectors of inputs and outputs. The DMUo under the

assessment is denoted (Xo, Yo).
Multiplier CRS models are stated in terms of variable vectors of input and output weights

v ∈ Rm
+ and u ∈ Rs

+. Weight restrictions are additional constraints on vectors v and u
incorporated in the multiplier model and stated in the general form as follows:

Q⊤
t u− P⊤

t v ≤ ct, t = 1, . . . , K. (1)

In inequalities (1), components of vectors Qt ∈ Rs and Pt ∈ Rm, and constant scalars ct
may be positive, negative or zero. The weight restriction t is linked if both vectors Pt and
Qt are nonzero, and not linked otherwise. The weight restriction t is homogeneous if ct = 0,
and nonhomogeneous otherwise.1,2

1Following Charnes et al. (1989), unlinked homogeneous weight restrictions are often referred to as
assurance regions of Type I. A special case of this type is virtual weight restrictions of Wong and Beasley
(1990). Similarly, following Thompson et al. (1990), linked homogeneous weight restrictions are referred
to as assurance regions of Type II. The most common example of non-homogeneous weight restrictions is
absolute weight bounds (Dyson and Thanassoulis 1988).

2DEA literature suggests different methods for assessing weight restrictions of various types (see, e.g.,
reviews in Thanassoulis et al. 2009 and Jain et al. 2015). Our new results apply to any weight restrictions (1),
regardless of the method used for their assessment.
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Remark 1. Using the normalizing equality of the multiplier models, any nonhomoge-
neous weight restriction can be replaced by a homogeneous one. For example, using equal-
ity (2.2) stated below, a nonhomogeneous weight restriction t is replaced by the homogeneous
(possibly linked) weight restriction which, after a simple rearrangement, takes on the form
Q⊤

t u− (Pt + ctXo)
⊤ v ≤ 0.3

Based on Remark 1 and therefore without loss of generality we assume that all weight
restrictions (1) are homogeneous. The input-oriented CRS multiplier model with such weight
restrictions is stated as follows:

θ∗ = max Y ⊤
o u (2.1)

subject to X⊤
o v = 1, (2.2)

Y ⊤
j u−X⊤

j v ≤ 0, j = 1, . . . , N, (2.3)

Q⊤
t u− P⊤

t v ≤ 0, t = 1, . . . , K, (2.4)

u, v ≥ 0. (2.5)

2.2. Envelopment models with production trade-offs

To demonstrate that weight restrictions (2.4) result in the expansion of the standard
CRS technology, consider the dual envelopment model to program (2):

θ∗ = min θ (3.1)

subject to
N∑
j=1

λjXj +
K∑
t=1

πtPt + SX = θXo, (3.2)

N∑
j=1

λjYj +
K∑
t=1

πtQt − SY = Yo, (3.3)

λ, π, SX , SY ≥ 0, θ sign free. (3.4)

The above model allows a straightforward interpretation. The DMU

(X̂, Ŷ ) =

(
N∑
j=1

λjXj,

N∑
j=1

λjYj

)

in equalities (3.2) and (3.3) is a unit in the standard CRS technology. DMU (X̂, Ŷ ) is further
modified by the terms generated by weight restrictions (2.4):

(Pt, Qt), t = 1, . . . , K. (4)

These terms specify simultaneous changes to the inputs and outputs, and are implemented
in proportions π = (π1, . . . , πK) ≥ 0. Finally, the slack vectors SX and SY correspond to
the assumption of free disposability of inputs and outputs.

Following Podinovski (2004b), the terms (4) are referred to as production trade-offs. By
minimizing θ, program (3) identifies the input radial projection of DMUo on the boundary
of the expanded CRS technology TCRS−TO defined as follows.

3The described transformation obviously depends on the DMUo under the assessment and also on the
(input or output) orientation of the model (Podinovski 2004b, 2005).
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Definition 1 (Podinovski 2004b). Technology TCRS−TO is the set of all pairs (X, Y ) ∈ Rm+s
+

for which there exist vectors λ ∈ RN
+ , π ∈ RK

+ , SX ∈ Rm
+ and SY ∈ Rs

+, such that

X =
N∑
j=1

λjXj +
K∑
t=1

πtPt + SX ,

Y =
N∑
j=1

λjYj +
K∑
t=1

πtQt − SY .

(5)

Remark 2. It is well known that, in some cases, the multiplier model (2) may be infea-
sible, which corresponds to an unbounded optimal value (i.e., equal to −∞) of the dual
envelopment model (3). Podinovski and Bouzdine-Chameeva (2013, 2015) prove that, in all
such cases, the expanded technology TCRS−TO allows free production, i.e., that there exists a
DMU (X̃, Ỹ ) ∈ TCRS−TO such that X̃ = 0 and Ỹ ̸= 0. In this case weight restrictions (2.4)
and trade-offs (4) are called inconsistent (with the data set formed by the observed DMUs).
Podinovski and Bouzdine-Chameeva (2013, 2015) show that weight restrictions may be in-
consistent even if program (2) is feasible and has a finite optimal value θ∗ for all observed
DMUo, and develop analytical and computational tests of consistency. If the weight restric-
tions are inconsistent, this usually points to an error in their assessment, and the weight
restrictions should be reconsidered. In this paper we assume that weight restrictions (2.4)
are consistent. In particular, this assumption implies that program (2) has a finite optimal
value θ∗ > 0, provided Xo ̸= 0 and Yo ̸= 0.

3. Motivational example

The following example demonstrates that the weights (u, v) that show DMUo in the best
light in comparison to all observed DMUs are generally different to the weights that show
DMUo in the best light in comparison to all DMUs in the expanded technology TCRS−TO.

4

Example 1. Table 1 shows two observed DMUs A and B in a model with one input and two
outputs. (DMU C is not observed and is introduced below.) Consider the multiplier CRS
model for the assessment of the input radial efficiency of DMU A in which we incorporate
the additional linked weight restriction 4u2 − v1 ≤ 0:5

θ∗ = max 1u1 + 2u2 (6.1)

subject to 1v1 = 1, (6.2)

1u1 + 2u2 − 1v1 ≤ 0, (6.3)

2u1 + 1u2 − 1v1 ≤ 0, (6.4)

4u2 − 1v1 ≤ 0, (6.5)

u1, u2, v1 ≥ 0. (6.6)

Figure 1 illustrates the feasible region of program (6) in dimensions u1 and u2. (By
(6.2), v1 = 1 in any feasible solution and is not shown.) As seen from the graph, the unique
optimal solution to program (6) is u∗1 = 0.375, u∗2 = 0.25, together with v∗1 = 1 (shown as
point U). The corresponding optimal value of program (6) is θ∗ = 0.875.

4A larger example with a similar observation is considered by Podinovski and Athanassopoulos (1998).
5As noted in Remark 1, equality (6.2) implies that in program (6) the weight restriction (6.5) is equivalent

to the weight bound u2 ≤ 0.25.
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Table 1: DMUs in Example 1.

DMU Input Output 1 Output 2

A 1 1 2

B 1 2 1

C 1 0 4

Benchmarking against the observed DMUs only. It is straightforward to show
that the optimal weights (u∗1, u

∗
2, v

∗
1) do not represent DMU A in the best light in comparison

to all observed DMUs, in the sense discussed in Charnes et al. (1978) which is now considered
the standard interpretation. Indeed, the efficiency ratios of observed DMUs A and B are
defined as follows:

EA(u, v) =
1u1 + 2u2

1v1
, EB(u, v) =

2u1 + 1u2
1v1

. (7)

Substituting the above optimal weights into (7), we obtain EA(u
∗, v∗) = 0.875 and

EB(u
∗, v∗) = 1. Therefore, judging by the optimal solution to program (6), DMU A should

be regarded as inefficient.
However, consider another feasible solution to program (6): û1 = 0 and û2 = 0.25,

together with v̂1 = 1 (point V in Figure 1). Substituting these weights into (7), we obtain
EA(û, v̂) = 0.5 and EB(û, v̂) = 0.25. This implies that, for the output weights represented
by point V , DMU A has the maximum efficiency ratio among all observed DMUs and should
therefore be regarded as efficient.

It is now clear that the optimal value 0.875 of the multiplier model (6) does not correctly
represent the highest efficiency ratio that DMU A can achieve in comparison to all observed
DMUs. In this sense, the optimal weights (u∗1, u

∗
2, v

∗
1) are not the most favorable for DMU A.

The above problem was first identified by Podinovski and Athanassopoulos (1998) and
Podinovski (1999, 2001) who developed a methodology that correctly benchmarked any
DMUo against the observed DMUs.6

In this paper we take a different route and show that the above optimal weights (u∗1, u
∗
2, v

∗
1)

are, in fact, meaningful, but in a different sense. Namely, instead of showing DMU A in the
best light in comparison to the observed DMUs only, they benchmark this DMU against the
entire technology TCRS−TO. This is illustrated below.

Benchmarking against the entire technology. As shown in Section 2, the weight
restriction (6.5) generates the trade-off P = (1), Q = (0, 4)⊤. By Definition 1, technology
TCRS−TO consists of all nonnegative DMUs (x1, y1, y2) that can be stated in the following
form:

x1 = 1λA + 1λB + 1π1 + Sx1 ,

y1 = 1λA + 2λB − Sy1 ,

y2 = 2λA + 1λB + 4π1 − Sy2 ,

(8)

where λA, λB, π1, Sx1 , Sy1 , Sy2 ≥ 0.

6Podinovski (2001b, 2004a) explores this issue further and identifies particular types of weight restrictions,
for which the optimal weights in the multiplier model are not the most favorable for DMUo. A summary of
some of these results and their practical implications are discussed in Dyson et al. (2001).
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Figure 1: A graphical solution of Example 1. The output weights at point U = (0.375, 0.25) are optimal
(together with v1 = 1) in program (6). By Theorem 2, these weights represent DMU A in the best light
in comparison to all DMUs in technology TCRS−TO. The weights at point V = (0, 0.25) are not optimal in
program (6) and represent DMU A in the best light in comparison to the set of observed DMUs only.

Table 2: Efficiency ratios for different multiplier weights in Example 1.

DMU Point U : Point V :

u∗1 = 0.375, u∗2 = 0.25, v∗1 = 1 û1 = 0, û2 = 0.25, v̂1 = 1

A 0.875 0.5

B 1 0.25

C 1 1

Consider DMU C in Table 1. It satisfies (8) with π1 = 1 and λA = λB = Sx1 = Sy1 =
Sy2 = 0. Therefore, C ∈ TCRS−TO. The efficiency ratio of DMU C at both points U and V
is equal to 1.

Table 2 shows the efficiency ratios of the three DMUs, A, B and C, at the two sets
of weights. Observe that, although the weights (û1, û2, v̂1) represent DMU A in the best
light in comparison to DMU B (and, therefore, in comparison to all observed DMUs in our
example), these weights are not the best if A is compared to C. Indeed, at point U the
efficiency ratio of A is equal to 0.875 of the efficiency ratio of C, while at point V it is only
0.5 of the latter.

The above example motivates our main development below. Namely, Theorem 2 formally
establishes that the optimal weights (u∗1, u

∗
2, v

∗
1) of program (6) represent DMU A in the best

light in comparison to all DMUs in the expanded technology (8). Furthermore, the optimal
value 0.875 is the highest efficiency ratio that DMU A can achieve if benchmarked against
all DMUs in this technology, and not only against the set of observed DMUs.
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4. The main results

In this section we show that any optimal weights (u∗, v∗) to the multiplier model (2) show
DMUo in the best light in comparison to all units in technology TCRS−TO. As demonstrated
by Example 1, this interpretation is generally not true if DMUo is benchmarked against the
set of observed DMUs only.

The above interpretation is clarified and supported by the results that we prove for three
different variants of the multiplier model. This includes the multiplier model with linear
constraints, its linear fractional analogue in which the maximum efficiency ratio is bounded
above by 1, and in the maximin model in which no normalization is required.

In the interests of generality, we assume that DMUo is any unit in technology TCRS−TO

such that Xo ∈ Rm
+\{0} and Yo ∈ Rs

+\{0}. In particular, DMUo may be any of the observed
units.

4.1. The linear multiplier model

Consider the following program with the infinite number of linear constraints—note, this
program is different from the standard multiplier model (2):

θ∗1 = max Y ⊤
o u (9.1)

subject to X⊤
o v = 1, (9.2)

Y ⊤u−X⊤v ≤ 0, ∀(X, Y ) ∈ TCRS−TO, (9.3)

u, v ≥ 0. (9.4)

Denote Ω and Ω∗ the sets of feasible and, respectively, optimal solutions to program (2).
Similarly, let Ω1 and Ω∗

1 be the sets of feasible and, respectively, optimal solutions to pro-
gram (9).

Theorem 1. If solution (u, v) is feasible in program (2), then (u, v) is feasible in (9).
If (u∗, v∗) is optimal in (2), then (u∗, v∗) is optimal in (9). Therefore, the maximum in
program (9) is attained, Ω ⊆ Ω1, Ω

∗ ⊆ Ω∗
1 and θ∗ = θ∗1.

Theorem 1 and the other results are proved in Appendix A.

Proposition 1. For the projected DMU (X,Y ) = (θ∗Xo, Yo) ∈ TCRS−TO and for any optimal
weights (u∗, v∗) to program (9), the inequality (9.3) is satisfied as equality, i.e., Y ⊤

o u
∗ −

θ∗X⊤
o v

∗ = 0.

Proposition 1 implies that the equation Y ⊤u∗−X⊤v∗ = 0 defines a supporting hyperplane
to technology TCRS−TO at the projection (θ∗Xo, Yo), and that (−v∗, u∗) is its normal vector,
where (u∗, v∗) are any optimal weights in program (9) or, by Theorem 1, in program (2).

Example 2 given in Appendix B shows that the feasible region of program (9) may be
larger than the feasible region of program (2), i.e., generally, Ω ̸= Ω1. Similarly, in the
general case, Ω∗ ̸= Ω∗

1. However, in an important special case we have the following result.

Proposition 2. Let all components of vectors Xo and Yo be strictly positive. Then Ω∗ = Ω∗
1.

The implications of Theorem 1 for the interpretation of optimal weights (u∗, v∗) become
clearer if program (9) is restated in a linear fractional form, as shown below.
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4.2. The linear fractional model

Similar to the standard CRS model, program (9) can be restated in the linear fractional
form:7

θ∗2 = max Y ⊤
o u/X

⊤
o v (10.1)

subject to Y ⊤u/X⊤v ≤ 1, ∀(X, Y ) ∈ TCRS−TO, (10.2)

u, v ≥ 0. (10.3)

Theorem 2. If solution (u∗, v∗) is optimal in program (2), then (u∗, v∗) is optimal in pro-
gram (10). Therefore, the maximum in program (10) is attained and θ∗ = θ∗2.

The following statement is a useful analogue of Proposition 1.

Proposition 3. For the projected DMU (X,Y ) = (θ∗Xo, Yo) ∈ TCRS−TO and for any op-
timal weights (u∗, v∗) to program (10), the inequality (10.2) is satisfied as equality, i.e.,
(Y ⊤

o u
∗)/(θ∗X⊤

o v
∗) = 1.

By Theorem 2, any optimal weights (u∗, v∗) to the multiplier model with weight restric-
tions (2) maximize the efficiency ratio Y ⊤

o u/X
⊤
o v of DMUo with respect to the efficiency

ratios of all DMUs in the expanded technology TCRS−TO, provided no such ratio exceeds the
value of 1. Using Proposition 3, we can change the last condition to the requirement that the
maximum of efficiency ratios across all DMUs is equal to 1. Furthermore, program (10) does
not explicitly incorporate weight restrictions (2.4), although these are implicitly accounted
for in the definition of technology TCRS−TO and, therefore, in constraints (10.2).

The above means that any optimal weights (u∗, v∗) to the multiplier model (2) represent
DMUo in the best light in comparison to all DMUs in the technology TCRS−TO. Furthermore,
such weights are the most favorable for DMUo among all nonnegative weights, and not only
among those that satisfy weight restrictions (2.4).

Note that, as shown in Example 1, this interpretation does not imply that the optimal
weights (u∗, v∗) maximize the efficiency ratio of DMUo with respect to observed DMUs only.

4.3. The maximin model

The constraints of program (10) normalize the maximum efficiency ratio of all DMUs
by 1. As proved below, these conditions can be removed and program (10) restated in
the following form analogous to the maximin program in Podinovski and Athanassopoulos
(1998) and Podinovski (2001a):8

7Because program (10) may involve division by zero, we need to clarify the definition of its feasible region.
A seemingly simple approach would require that we have X⊤v > 0, for all DMUs (X,Y ) ∈ TCRS−TO, and
that all inequalities (10.2) be true. However, this definition does not work well for several reasons. In
particular, no weights satisfy it at the zero DMU (0, 0) ∈ TCRS−TO, the maximum of program (10) becomes
generally unattained, and not all feasible (or optimal) solutions of programs (2) or (9) remain feasible
in (10). To avoid these drawbacks, we consider weights (u, v) ≥ 0 feasible in program (10) if the following
two conditions are true. First, we require that X⊤

o v > 0. Second, constraints (10.2) should be satisfied only
by DMUs (X,Y ) ∈ TCRS−TO such that X⊤v > 0. (As noted, this includes DMU (Xo, Yo).) Stating these
two implicit conditions in program (10) is straightforward but is not implemented to preserve similarity with
the standard linear fractional model of Charnes et al. (1978).

8Similar to the treatment of program (10), we need several additional implicit conditions that define the
feasible region of program (11). These are formally stated in the proof of Theorem 3.
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θ∗3 = max
u,v≥0

(
Y ⊤
o u/X

⊤
o v

sup(X,Y )∈TCRS−TO
{Y ⊤u/X⊤v}

)

= max
u,v≥0

(
inf

(X,Y )∈TCRS−TO

{
Y ⊤
o u/X

⊤
o v

Y ⊤u/X⊤v

})
.

(11)

Theorem 3. If solution (u∗, v∗) is optimal in program (2), then (u∗, v∗) is optimal in pro-
gram (11). Therefore, the maximum in program (11) is attained and θ∗ = θ∗3.

According to the above result, the weights (u∗, v∗) maximize the efficiency ratio of DMUo

in comparison to all DMUs in technology TCRS−TO, when no upper bound on such ratios
is specified. This means that the upper bound of 1 on the efficiency ratios in inequali-
ties (10.2) is unimportant, and the weights (u∗, v∗) are the most favorable to DMUo among
all nonnegative weights, without any additional conditions.

5. The case of VRS

Similar interpretation of optimal weights is obtained in the case of VRS. In order to
avoid repetition, this is only briefly outlined below. The VRS analogue of the input-oriented
multiplier model (2) is stated with the additional free variable u0:

θ̂∗ = max Y ⊤
o u+ u0 (12.1)

subject to X⊤
o v = 1, (12.2)

Y ⊤
j u−X⊤

j v + u0 ≤ 0, j = 1, . . . , N, (12.3)

Q⊤
t u− P⊤

t v ≤ 0, t = 1, . . . , K, (12.4)

u, v ≥ 0, u0 sign free. (12.5)

The corresponding dual envelopment model is program (3), with the additional normalizing
equality

N∑
j=1

λj = 1. (13)

Definition 2 (Podinovski 2004b). Technology TVRS−TO is the set of all pairs (X, Y ) ∈
Rm+s

+ for which there exist vectors λ, π, SX , SY ≥ 0 of appropriate dimensions such that
equalities (5) and the normalizing equality (13) are true.

Consider the program with the infinite number of linear constraints:

θ̂∗1 = max Y ⊤
o u+ u0 (14.1)

subject to X⊤
o v = 1, (14.2)

Y ⊤u−X⊤v + u0 ≤ 0, ∀(X, Y ) ∈ TVRS−TO, (14.3)

u, v ≥ 0, u0 sign free. (14.4)

Denote Ω̂ and Ω̂∗ the sets of feasible and, respectively, optimal solutions to program (12).
Similarly, let Ω̂1 and Ω̂∗

1 be, respectively, the feasible and optimal sets of program (14).
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Theorem 4. If solution (u, v, u0) is feasible in program (12), then (u, v, u0) is feasible
in (14). If (u∗, v∗, u∗0) is optimal in (12), then (u∗, v∗, u∗0) is optimal in (14). Therefore,
the maximum in program (14) is attained, Ω̂ ⊆ Ω̂1, Ω̂

∗ ⊆ Ω̂∗
1 and θ̂∗ = θ̂∗1.

As in the case of CRS, program (14) can be restated in the linear fractional form:

θ̂∗2 = max (Y ⊤
o u+ u0)/X

⊤
o v

subject to (Y ⊤u+ u0)/X
⊤v ≤ 1, ∀(X,Y ) ∈ TVRS−TO,

u, v ≥ 0, u0 sign free.

(15)

Theorem 5. If solution (u∗, v∗, u∗0) is optimal in program (12), then (u∗, v∗, u∗0) is optimal
in program (15). Therefore, the maximum in program (15) is attained and θ̂∗ = θ̂∗2.

The proof of Theorem 5 is a straightforward adaptation of the proof of Theorem 2 and is
not given. Furthermore, as in the case of CRS, program (15) can be restated in the maximin
form similar to (11). An analogue of Theorem 3 for this case is also straightforward.

As follows from the above development, the interpretation of the optimal weights (u∗, v∗, u∗0)
to the VRS multiplier model (12) is similar to the case of CRS. Namely, such weights are
the most favorable for DMUo when it is compared to all DMUs in the expanded technology
TVRS−TO.

6. Summary and discussion

To be specific, we limit our discussion to the optimal solutions of the input-oriented
multiplier models under the assumption of CRS. The same observations extend, with ob-
vious modifications, to the output-oriented CRS models and the models stated under the
assumption of VRS.

The conventional interpretation given by Charnes et al. (1978) to any optimal weights
(u∗, v∗) to the standard (without weight restrictions) multiplier CRS model states that such
weights represent DMUo in the best light in comparison to all observed DMUs. As proved by
Podinovski (2001a), the same interpretation remains valid for multiplier models with weight
restrictions, provided the latter are all homogeneous and not linked. For ease of reference,
we state this as follows:

Interpretation 1. Let all (homogeneous) weight restrictions (2.4) be not linked. Then any
optimal weights (u∗, v∗) to the multiplier model (2) are the most favorable for DMUo if the
latter is benchmarked against all observed DMUs.

Interpretation 1 means that, for the weights (u∗, v∗), the efficiency ratio Y ⊤
o u/X

⊤
o v of

DMUo attains its maximum in relation to the maximum of similar ratios across all ob-
served DMUs. As shown by examples in Podinovski and Athanassopoulos (1998) and later
literature, Interpretation 1 is no longer valid in the general case that includes linked or non-
homogeneous weight restrictions. This implies that the meaning of efficiency of DMUo in
terms of the multiplier model with arbitrary weight restrictions has so far remained unclear.

In contrast, the interpretation of efficiency in terms of the envelopment model is far
more complete. Podinovski (2004b) shows that the incorporation of weight restrictions of
any types in the multiplier model leads to the expansion of the model of technology by means
of dual terms (trade-offs). The envelopment model projects DMUo on the boundary of this
technology (in input or output orientation). In other words, this model benchmarks DMUo

against all DMUs in the entire expanded technology, and not only against the observed
DMUs.
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The above observations indicate two problems with the conventional interpretation.
First, while the efficiency of DMUo can be conventionally interpreted as the propor-

tional improvement factor in the envelopment model with any weight restrictions (taking
on the dual form of production trade-offs), the multiplier model allows the conventional
interpretation of efficiency only for some types of weight restriction.

Second, even for homogeneous and not linked weight restrictions, for which both models
provide a meaningful interpretation, the two models benchmark DMUo against different sets
of DMUs. As noted, for the multiplier model with weight restrictions this includes the set of
observed DMUs only, and for the dual envelopment model this includes the set of all DMUs
in the technology, including unobserved units.

Our development overcomes the above discrepancies by changing the approach to the
interpretation of the multiplier model. Based on Theorems 1–3 and their discussion, we
summarize our main results as follows.

Interpretation 2. Any optimal weights (u∗, v∗) to the multiplier model (2) with weight
restrictions (2.4) (and, as shown in Remark 1, with any weight restrictions (1)) are the most
favorable for DMUo if the latter is benchmarked against all DMUs in the entire technology
TCRS−TO. Furthermore, the weights (u∗, v∗), while satisfying the weight restrictions because
of the constraints of model (2), are the best for DMUo among all nonnegative weights (u, v),
and not only among those that satisfy the weight restrictions.

If all weight restrictions are homogeneous and not linked, then both Interpretations 1
and 2 are applicable. Otherwise, only the latter is correct. For example, both interpretations
apply to the standard multiplier CRS model without weight restrictions. Namely, any
optimal weights (u∗, v∗) in this model show DMUo in the best light in comparison to the set
of observed DMUs and also in comparison to all DMUs in the standard CRS technology.

12



Appendix A. Proofs

Lemma 1. The optimal value θ∗1 of program (9) is attained, and θ∗ = θ∗1.

Proof of Lemma 1. TCRS−TO is a polyhedral cone (Podinovski 2015). By Theorem 19.1 in
Rockafellar (1970), it is generated by a finite set of directions (Ak, Bk) ∈ Rm+s, k = 1, . . . , k′.
Therefore TCRS−TO is the set of all pairs (X,Y ) for which there exists a vector µ ∈ Rk′

+ such
that

X =
k′∑

k=1

µkAk, Y =
k′∑

k=1

µkBk. (A.1)

Then program (3) is restated as follows:

θ∗ = min θ (A.2.1)

subject to
k′∑

k=1

µkAk = θXo, (A.2.2)

k′∑
k=1

µkBk = Yo, (A.2.3)

µ ≥ 0, θ sign free. (A.2.4)

By Definition 1, TCRS−TO satisfies free disposability, and we can replace equalities in (A.2.2)
and (A.2.3) by the appropriate inequalities. Taking the dual, we have:

θ∗ = max Y ⊤
o u (A.3.1)

subject to X⊤
o v = 1, (A.3.2)

B⊤
k u− A⊤

k v ≤ 0, k = 1, . . . , k′, (A.3.3)

u, v ≥ 0. (A.3.4)

Any (X, Y ) ∈ TCRS−TO satisfies (A.1) with some vector µ ≥ 0. Multiplying each inequality
k = 1, . . . , k′ in (A.3.3) by µk ≥ 0, and adding the resulting inequalities, we obtain

Y ⊤u−X⊤v ≤ 0, ∀(X, Y ) ∈ TCRS−TO. (A.4)

Because (A.3.3) implies (A.4), the incorporation of (A.4) in (A.3) does not affect its feasible
region. By (A.1), (A.4) implies (A.3.3). Omitting all inequalities (A.3.3) as redundant but
keeping (A.4), we obtain (2). Therefore, θ∗1 = θ∗ and is attained at any optimal solution
to (A.3).

Proof of Theorem 1. Let (u, v) ∈ Ω. We need to prove that (u, v) ∈ Ω1. It suffices to
show that (u, v) satisfies (9.3), ∀(X,Y ) ∈ TCRS−TO. Indeed, any such unit (X, Y ) satisfies (5)
with some vectors λ, π, SX , SY ≥ 0. Multiplying each inequality in (2.2) and (2.3) by
the corresponding components λj and πt, adding the resulting inequalities and noting that
SX , SY ≥ 0, we obtain (9.3), as required. Finally, let (u∗, v∗) ∈ Ω∗. Then, as proved,
(u∗, v∗) is feasible in (9). From program (2), Y ⊤

o u
∗ = θ∗. By Lemma 1, θ∗ = θ∗1. Therefore,

(u∗, v∗) ∈ Ω∗
1.

Lemma 2. The feasible region of program (9) is unchanged if constraints (9.3) are required
only for DMUs (X, Y ) for which X⊤v > 0, i.e., if inequalities (9.3) are replaced by

Y ⊤u−X⊤v ≤ 0, ∀(X,Y ) ∈ TCRS−TO : X⊤v > 0. (A.5)
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Proof of Lemma 2. We need to prove that, if (u, v) satisfies (9.2), (9.4) and (A.5), then
(u, v) satisfies (9.3). Consider any (X̃, Ỹ ) ∈ TCRS−TO. If X̃

⊤v > 0, (9.3) follows from (A.5).
Let X̃⊤v = 0. Consider the sequence of units (Xk, Y k), k = 1, 2, . . . , defined as follows:

(Xk, Y k) = (X̃, Ỹ ) + (1/k)(Xo, Yo). (A.6)

Because TCRS−TO is a polyhedral cone (Podinovski 2015), (Xk, Y k) ∈ TCRS−TO, ∀k. From (9.2)
and (A.6), (Xk)⊤v > 0, ∀k. By (A.5), we have (Y k)⊤u− (Xk)⊤v ≤ 0, ∀k. Taking k → +∞,
we have Ỹ ⊤u− X̃⊤v ≤ 0, and (9.3) follows.

Proof of Proposition 1. Define (X̃, Ỹ ) = (θ∗1Xo, Yo) = (θ∗Xo, Yo). By Remark 1, θ∗ > 0.
From (3), (X̃, Ỹ ) ∈ TCRS−TO. By (9.2), X̃⊤v∗ = θ∗X⊤

o v
∗ = θ∗. Because (u∗, v∗) ∈ Ω∗

1,
Ỹ ⊤u∗ = θ∗. Therefore,

Ỹ ⊤u∗ − X̃⊤v∗ = 0. (A.7)

Proof of Proposition 2. By Theorem 1, it suffices to prove that Ω∗
1 ⊆ Ω∗. Let (u∗, v∗) ∈

Ω∗
1. Because the objective functions in (2) and (9) are the same, it suffices to prove that

(u∗, v∗) ∈ Ω. Because (Xj, Yj) ∈ TCRS−TO, ∀j = 1, . . . , N , (9.3) implies (2.3), and the latter
is satisfied by (u∗, v∗). It remains to prove that (u∗, v∗) satisfies weight restrictions (2.4).

Assume there exists a t′ for which the inequality (2.4) is not true, i.e., we have

Q⊤
t′u

∗ − P⊤
t′ v

∗ > 0. (A.8)

Consider the unit (X̃, Ỹ ) > 0 defined in the proof of Proposition 1. Because (X̃, Ỹ ) > 0,
there exists a small πt′ > 0 such that (X̂, Ŷ ) = (X̃ + πt′Pt′ , Ỹ + πt′Qt′) ≥ 0. Therefore,
(X̂, Ŷ ) ∈ TCRS−TO. From (A.7) and (A.8), we have Ŷ ⊤u∗ − X̂⊤v∗ > 0, which contra-
dicts (9.3).

Proof of Theorem 2. By Theorem 1, (u∗, v∗) is optimal in (9) and θ∗ = θ∗1. By footnote 3,
(u∗, v∗) is feasible in (10). Assume that (u∗, v∗) is not optimal in (10). Then there exists
a feasible solution (u′, v′) to (10) such that Y ⊤

o u
′/X⊤

o v
′ = θ′ and θ′ > θ∗1. Then for any

α > 0, (αu′, αv′) is also feasible in program (10), and the corresponding objective function
(Y ⊤

o αu
′)/(X⊤

o αv
′) = θ′. Define α′ such that X⊤

o α
′v′ = 1. (By footnote 3, X⊤

o v
′ > 0, and

we have α′ = 1/(X⊤
o v

′).) Then (α′u′, α′v′) is feasible in (9). Indeed, inequalities (10.2) are
true for all (X, Y ) ∈ TCRS−TO such that X⊤v > 0. This implies (A.5). By Lemma 2, this
implies (9.3). The corresponding value of the objective function (9.1) is equal to θ′ > θ∗1,
which contradicts the optimality of θ∗1 in (9).

Proof of Proposition 3. Define α = 1/(Xov
∗) > 0. Then (u′, v′) = (αu∗, αv∗) is also

optimal in (10). Repeating the end of the proof of Theorem 2, (u′, v′) is feasible in (9).
Because θ∗2 = (Y ⊤

o u
′)/(X⊤

o v
′) = Y ⊤

o u
′ and θ∗2 = θ∗1, (u

′, v′) is optimal in (9). By Proposition 1,
Y ⊤
o u

′ = θ∗X⊤
o v

′. Dividing this equality by α, we obtain Y ⊤
o u

∗ = θ∗X⊤
o v

∗, and the proof
follows.

Proof of Theorem 3. To address potential division by zero in program (11), we clarify its
statement as follows:

θ∗3 = max
(u,v)∈Ω3

(
Y ⊤
o u/X

⊤
o v

sup(X,Y )∈Tu,v{Y ⊤u/X⊤v}

)
, (A.9)
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where the sets Ω3 and Tu,v are defined as follows:

Ω3 =
{
(u, v) ≥ 0 | X⊤

o v > 0, Y ⊤
o u > 0

}
,

Tu,v =
{
(X,Y ) ∈ TCRS−TO | X⊤v > 0

}
.

Note that (u∗, v∗) ∈ Ω3 and hence Ω3 ̸= ∅. Indeed, by (2.2), X⊤
o v

∗ = 1 > 0 and, by (2.1)
and Remark 2, Y ⊤

o u
∗ = θ∗ > 0. Furthermore, for any (u, v) ∈ Ω3, (Xo, Yo) ∈ Tu,v. Therefore,

for all (u, v) ∈ Ω3, the set Tu,v ̸= ∅ and the supremum in the denominator of (A.9) is greater
than zero. If for some weights (u, v) ∈ Ω3 the supremum in the denominator of (A.9) is
unbounded, the expression in parentheses is considered to be equal to zero—see Example 3
in Appendix B.

By Proposition 3, for the weights (u∗, v∗), the objective function (expression in paren-
theses) of program (A.9) is equal to θ∗. Therefore we have θ∗3 ≥ θ∗.

Suppose (u∗, v∗) is not optimal in program (A.9). Then there exists a (u′, v′) ∈ Ω3 such
that

ψ(u′, v′) =
Y ⊤
o u

′/X⊤
o v

′

sup(X,Y )∈Tu′,v′{Y
⊤u′/X⊤v′}

= θ′ > θ∗. (A.10)

Note that, for any α > 0, (u′, αv′) ∈ Ω3 and ψ(u′, αv′) = ψ(u′, v′) = θ′. Define

α′ = sup
(X,Y )∈Tu′,v′

{Y ⊤u′/X⊤v′}.

From (A.10), 0 < α′ < +∞. Define (ũ, ṽ) = (u′, α′v′). Then sup(X,Y )∈Tũ,ṽ{Y
⊤ũ/X⊤ṽ} =

1 and ψ(ũ, ṽ) = Y ⊤
o ũ/X

⊤
o ṽ = θ′. Therefore, (ũ, ṽ) is feasible in program (10), and the

corresponding value of the objective function (10.1) is equal to θ′. By (A.10), θ′ > θ∗. This
contradicts Theorem 2, according to which θ∗ is the optimal value of program (10).

Lemma 3. The maximum in program (14) is attained and θ̂∗ = θ̂∗1.

Proof of Lemma 3. The proof is similar to the proof of Lemma 1. Because TVRS−TO is
a polyhedral set (Podinovski 2015), it is generated by a finite number of points (Ak, Bk) ∈
Rm+s, k = 1, . . . , k̃, and directions (Ak, Bk) ∈ Rm+s, k = k̃ + 1, . . . , k′ (Rockafellar 1970,
Theorem 19.1). Therefore TVRS−TO is the set of all units (X,Y ) for which there exists a
vector µ ∈ Rk′

+ such that

X =
k′∑

k=1

µkAk, Y =
k′∑

k=1

µkBk,

k̃∑
k=1

µk = 1. (A.11)

Repeating the proof of Lemma 1, we have

θ̂∗ = max Y ⊤
o u+ uo (A.12.1)

subject to X⊤
o v = 1, (A.12.2)

B⊤
k u− A⊤

k v + uo ≤ 0, k = 1, . . . , k̃, (A.12.3)

B⊤
k u− A⊤

k v ≤ 0, k = k̃ + 1, . . . , k′, (A.12.4)

u, v ≥ 0. (A.12.3)

Any (X, Y ) ∈ TVRS−TO satisfies (A.11) with some µ ≥ 0. Multiplying each inequality
k = 1, . . . , k′ in (A.12.3) and (A.12.4) by µk ≥ 0 and adding the resulting inequalities, we
obtain

Y ⊤u−X⊤v + u0 ≤ 0, ∀(X, Y ) ∈ TVRS−TO. (A.13)
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Because inequalities (A.12.3) and (A.12.4) imply (A.13), the incorporation of inequali-
ties (A.13) in program (A.12) does not affect its feasible region. Note that in the resulting
program, constraints (A.12.3) follow from (A.13) and can be omitted. Let us prove that
inequalities (A.12.4) also follow from (A.13). Consider any k = k̃ + 1, . . . , k′. By (A.11),
(X, Y ) = (A1+µkAk, B1+µkBk) ∈ TVRS−TO, ∀µk > 0. The corresponding inequality (A.13)
takes on the form:

(B1 + µkBk)
⊤ u− (A1 + µkAk)

⊤ v + u0 ≤ 0. (A.14)

Let (u, v, uo) satisfy (A.13) and, therefore, (A.14). Dividing both sides of (A.14) by µk > 0
and taking µk → +∞, we obtain inequality k in (A.12.4). Therefore, all inequalities (A.12.4)
follow from (A.13) and can be omitted. Consequently, program (A.12) can be restated
as (14), and θ̂∗ = θ̂∗1.

Proof of Theorem 4. The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 1. Let (u, v, u0) ∈ Ω̂.
We need to prove that (u, v, u0) satisfies (14.3), ∀(X,Y ) ∈ TVRS−TO. Indeed, (X,Y ) satisfies
Definition 2 with some vectors λ, µ, SX , SY ≥ 0. Multiplying (12.2) and (12.3) by the
corresponding λj and πt, adding the resulting inequalities and noting that SX , SY ≥ 0, we

obtain (14.3). Therefore, (u, v, u0) ∈ Ω̂1. Finally, let (u∗, v∗, u∗0) ∈ Ω̂∗. Then, as proved,
(u∗, v∗, u∗0) ∈ Ω̂1. From (12), Y ⊤

o u
∗+u∗0 = θ̂∗. By Lemma 3, θ̂∗ = θ̂∗1. Therefore, (u

∗, v∗, u∗0) ∈
Ω̂1.
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Appendix B. Further examples

Example 2. This example is complementary to Section 4.1. It shows that generally Ω ̸= Ω1

and Ω∗ ̸= Ω∗
1, and also illustrates Proposition 2. Consider technology TCRS−TO generated

by the single DMU A shown in Table A.3 and the single weight restriction u1 − u2 ≤ 0.
This corresponds to the following production trade-off that affects only outputs: P = (0),
Q = (1,−1)⊤.

Table A.3: DMUs in Example 2.

DMU Input Output 1 Output 2

A 1 1 1

B 1 2 0

Figure A.2 shows the section of technology TCRS−TO in the output dimensions, for the
level of input equal to 1. In particular, the unit square ODAC is the section of the standard
CRS technology (without the weight restriction) generated by DMU A.

According to formula (5), the trade-off (P,Q) expands the technology as follows. Ap-
plying trade-off Q = (1,−1)⊤ to DMU A in proportion π = 1, we add 1 to Output 1 and
simultaneously subtract 1 from Output 2. This adds DMU B to the technology. Applying
the same trade-off in proportions 0 < π < 1, we generate the line AB. By the assumption of
free disposability, the entire triangle ABC is added to the technology. Overall, the section
of technology TCRS−TO in the output dimensions is polyhedron ABOD. (The full technology
is the polyhedral cone generated by this section.)

Figure A.2: Technology TCRS−TO in Example 2.

Consider programs (2) and (9). The former is stated as follows (we note that v1 = 1):

θ∗ = max 1u1 + 1u2 (A.15.1)

subject to 1v1 = 1, (A.15.2)

1u1 + 1u2 ≤ 1, (A.15.3)

1u1 − 1u2 ≤ 0, (A.15.4)

u1, u2, v1 ≥ 0. (A.15.5)
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Figure A.3: Feasible regions and optimal solutions in Example 2.

The feasible region Ω of the above program consists of all vectors (u1, u2, v1) such that v1 = 1
and the subvector (u1, u2) is any point in the shaded triangle OFG in Figure A.3.

Now refer to program (9). From Figure A.2 observe that TCRS−TO coincides with the
standard CRS technology generated by DMUs A and B (without weight restrictions). It is
straightforward to verify that the feasible region of program (9) remains unchanged if the
infinite number of inequalities (9.3) are replaced by just two inequalities for DMUs A and
B. This leads to the following program:

θ∗1 = max 1u1 + 1u2

subject to 2u1 − 0u2 ≤ 0,

and (A.15.2), (A.15.3) and (A.15.5).

(A.16)

The feasible region Ω1 of this program (in terms of output weights u1 and u2) is the shaded
polyhedron OFGH in Figure A.3. Observe that Ω ̸= Ω1.

Furthermore, the sets of optimal solutions Ω∗ and Ω∗
1 to programs (A.15) and (A.16)

(in terms of weights u1 and u2) are identical and coincide with the line segment FG. This
observation is consistent with Proposition 2—note that all inputs and outputs of DMU A
are strictly positive.

Now consider the assessment of efficiency of DMU B whose Output 2 is zero.9 This
requires changing the objective functions of programs (A.15) and (A.16) to

2u1 + 0u2. (A.17)

In program (A.15) with its objective function replaced by (A.17), the only optimal weights
(u∗1, u

∗
2) = (0.5, 0.5) correspond to the single point G. In the similarly modified pro-

gram (A.16), the entire segment GH represents optimal weights (u∗1, u
∗
2). This shows that,

if the assumption of Proposition 2 is not true (note that DMU B does not satisfy it), then
generally Ω∗ ̸= Ω∗

1.

Example 3. This example shows that the supremum in the denominator of program (11)
may be unbounded (equal to +∞), as noted in the proof of Theorem 3. Consider technology
TCRS−TO generated by DMUs A and B in Table A.4. (In this example no weight restrictions
are specified, and TCRS−TO is the standard CRS technology.)

9The fact that DMU B is unobserved is unimportant: we can always expand the original data set and
include B as an observed DMU. This does not change our example.
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Table A.4: DMUs in Example 3.

DMU Input 1 Input 2 Output

A 1 0 1

B 0 1 1

C(λ) λ 1− λ 1

Define DMU C(λ) = λA+ (1− λ)B ∈ TCRS−TO, for all λ ∈ [0, 1]. The input and output
vectors of DMU C(λ) are, respectively, X(λ) = (λ, 1 − λ)⊤ and Y (λ) = (1), as shown in
Table A.4.

Suppose (Xo, Yo) in program (11) is DMU A. Consider the weights (u′1, v
′
1, v

′
2) = (1, 1, 0).

Then X⊤
0 v

′ = 1 and Y ⊤
0 u

′ = 1.
Note that X(λ)v′ = λv′1 + (1 − λ)v′2 = λ > 0 and Y (λ)u′ = 1u′1 = 1. The ratio

(Y (λ)u′) / (X(λ)v′) → +∞ as λ → 0+. This shows that, for the weights (u′1, v
′
1, v

′
2), the

supremum in (11) is unbounded, even if taken with respect to DMUs (X, Y ) ∈ TCRS−TO for
which X⊤v′ > 0.
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